WORKING PAPERS Peer Effects in Product Adoption
We study the nature of peer effects in the market for new cell phones. Our analysis builds on de-identified data from Facebook that combine information on social networks with information on users' cell phone models. To identify peer effects, we use variation in friends' new phone acquisitions resulting from random phone losses and carrier-specific contract terms. A new phone purchase by a friend has a large positive and long-term effect on an individual's own demand for phones of the same brand, most of which is concentrated on the particular model purchased by the friend. We provide evidence that social learning is a central mechanism behind the observed peer effects. While peer effects increase the overall demand for cell phones, a friend's purchase of a new phone of a particular brand can reduce individuals' own demand for phones from competing brands---in particular those running on a different operating system. We discuss the implications of these findings for the nature of firm competition. We also find that stronger peer effects are exerted by more price-sensitive individuals. This positive correlation suggests that the elasticity of aggregate demand is substantially larger than the elasticity of individual demand. Through this channel, peer effects can reduce firms' markups and, in many models, can contribute to relatively higher consumer surplus and more efficient resource allocation. With Michael Bailey, Abhinav Gupta, Sebastian Hillenbrand, Robert Richmond, and Johannes Stroebel We use anonymized data from Facebook to construct a new measure of pairwise social connectedness between 180 countries and between 332 European regions. We show that social connectedness explains a large part of the variation in country-level trade flows. Controlling for social connectedness substantially reduces the estimated effects of geographic distance and country borders on trade volumes. We also find that countries trade more with each other when they share social connections with a similar set of third countries. We show that social connectedness increases trade by reducing information asymmetries and by providing a substitute for both trust and formal mechanisms of contract enforcement; we also present evidence against omitted variables and reverse causality as alternative explanations for the observed relationship between social connectedness and trade flows. We use data on social connectedness at the regional level to show that the social connections that determine international trade in each product are those between the regions where the product is produced in the exporting country and those where it is used in the importing country.
International Trade and Social Connectedness

Social Proximity to Capital: Implications for Investors and Firms With Yan Li, Lin Peng, Johannes Stroebel, and Dexin Zhou
We use social network data from Facebook to show that institutional investors invest more in firms that are located in regions to which the investors have stronger social ties. This effect is distinct from the effect of geographic distance, and is particularly strong for investments in small and informationally opaque firms. Building on these results, we show that firms in regions that are more socially proximate to institutional capital have higher valuations and higher liquidity, especially when the firms are small or have low analyst coverage. Consistent with this cross-sectional result, liquidity was lower during Hurricane Sandy for firms that are socially proximate to institutional capital in the areas that were affected by Sandy. We find no evidence that investors realize differential returns from their investments in socially connected areas, suggesting that investors do not obtain an informational advantage through friends as captured by Facebook. Our results suggest that the social structures of a region affect its firms' access to capital and thereby contributes to geographic differences in economic outcomes.
Social Connectedness in Urban Areas With Michael Bailey, Patrick Farrell, and Johannes Stroebel R&R at the Journal of Urban Economics
We use anonymized and aggregated data from Facebook to explore the spatial structure of social networks in the New York metro area. We highlight the importance of transportation infrastructure in shaping urban social networks by showing that travel time and travel costs are substantially stronger predictors of social connectedness between zip codes than geographic distance is. We also document significant heterogeneity in the geographic breadth of social networks across New York zip codes, and show that much of this heterogeneity is explained by the ease of access to public transit, even after controlling for socioeconomic characteristics of the zip codes' residents. When we group zip codes with strong social ties into hypothetical communities using an agglomerative clustering algorithm, we find that geographically noncontiguous locations are grouped into socially connected communities, again highlighting that geographic distance is an imperfect proxy for urban social connectedness. We also explore the social connections between New York zip codes and foreign countries, and highlight how these are related to past migration movements.
Overoptimistic Managers and Market Misvaluation: Implications for Method of Payment and Subsequent
Returns to Corporate Acquisitions R&R at Management Science I classify CEOs as overoptimistic based on their option exercise behavior, and find that overoptimistic CEOs are more likely to pay with cash when market-wide valuations are (moderately) above their long-term trend, but not when market valuations are low. In contrast to rational CEOs, overoptimistic CEOs view their stock as overly costly and prefer cash payment, even during times of high market valuation. I show that stock, but not cash acquisitions of overoptimistic CEOs therefore outperform those of rational CEOs during times of high market valuation. These findings suggest an important interaction between CEO overoptimism and market misvaluation when analyzing corporate decisions such as the method of payment in acquisitions.
ADVANCED WORK IN PROGRESS Social Connectedness and Economic Opportunity With Raj Chetty, Nathaniel Hendren, Matthew Jackson, and Johannes Stroebel
We show that the extent of social connectedness between individuals of different socioeconomic groups is related to regional differences in economic opportunity for relatively poor individuals. We explore whether differences in connectedness across socioeconomic groups are driven by differences in the exposure of poor people to potential rich friends, or whether they are explained by biases in friendship formation rates. We also analyze how this decomposition differs across a number of important social settings, such as high schools, universities, churches, and neighborhoods.
Expectations at Work: Work-place Experiences, Aggregate Employment Expectations and Savings With Alessia DeStefani and Johannes Stroebel
We link survey respondents in Denmark to information on their employers to show that work-place experiences -the witnessing of large layoffs or hirings at one's current or prior workplace -affect survey respondents' expectations about the aggregate unemployment rate. We also show that the experiences of co-workers' spouses affect an individuals' own aggregate labor market expectations. We then show that these work place experiences have lasting effects on employees' savings decisions: having witnessed a large firing at a previous employer significantly increases individuals' current savings rate (conditional on the stock of savings).
Global Commuting Zones With Monica Bhole and Johannes Stroebel
We use data from Facebook to characterize commuting patterns around the world. We document important differences in the size and structure of commuting zones across countries, as well as across demographic groups within countries. We explore the extent to which differential commuting patterns across demographic groups can explain differences in important labor market outcomes; for example, we analyze whether smaller commuting zones for women increase the monopsony power of potential employers, and thereby contribute to the gender wage gap.
Peer Effects in Stock Market Investing With Adam Sheridan and Johannes Stroebel
We use the near universe of person-to-person mobile transfers in Denmark from the ubiquitous money management app MobilePay to construct a population-scale social network (MobilePay has more than 4 million users relative to a population of 5.8 million). We combine this data with account-level information from Danske Bank, to explore the effects of social interactions on stock market investments. We find that individuals are more likely to become stock market participants after their friends experienced higher recent idiosyncratic stock returns.
Social Connectedness in Europe With Michael Bailey, Dominic Russell, and Johannes Stroebel
As part of our effort to provide access to the "Social Connectedness Index" at more and more different levels of geographic aggregation, we explore the structure of social connections between regions within Europe. We show that these connections are related to political attitudes towards the European Union.
